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Two mathematical models for numerical simulation of traveling waves excited in an elastic waveguide by a pair of
piezoceramic actuators are considered. The ﬁrst model uses a simpliﬁed approach by Bernoulli–Euler beam theory and a
simple actuation model. The second approach involves a boundary-value problem for an elastic layer with ﬂexible
piezoceramic strips bonded ideally to its surface. The limits of the applicability of the simpliﬁed beam model are then
estimated by a comparison of the results both of the beam model and the solution of the patch-layer contact problem.
Numerical results illustrate the effect of the actuators properties and position on the wave characteristics.
r 2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
Nowadays piezoelectric elements are well used as actuators in many applications. The working principle of
these components is based on the so-called direct and inverse piezoelectric effects which were discovered by
Jacques and Pierre Curie in 1880. Though, the piezoelectric effect is thus known since the 19th century, wide
spread use of piezoelectric ceramics began only in the second half of the 20th century.
The following groups of piezoelectric devices exist: generators, sensors, actuators, transducers, and
combined systems. Piezoelectric ceramics are widely used in ultrasonic diagnostics in medicine, in ultrasonic
non-destructive testing (NDT) of materials and constructions, in power piezoelectric ceramics—in ultrasonic
welding, cleaning of surfaces, sputtering, drilling, etc. [1].
An important stage in the construction of a device is the development of adequate mathematical models to
simulate its behavior. A correctly chosen model allows considerable reduction of the expenses spent for
manufacturing and prototyping.
The present paper treats electro-elastic models simulating traveling waves excited in an elastic waveguide by
thin ﬂexible piezoceramic patches oscillating under the action of a harmonic electric ﬁeld. The simplest modelee front matter r 2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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by time harmonic moments applied to the points of the patches edges.
Due to its simplicity this model allows us to derive an explicit analytical expression for the waves generated
by a pair of actuators, which is convenient for frequency analysis of the system characteristics depending on
the size and location of the actuators, and on the electromechanical properties. The limits of applicability of
this model are estimated by a comparison with the results obtained with a more complex elastic layer model
based on a semi-analytical solution of the Wiener–Hopf integral equation to which the patch-layer contact
problem is reduced.
2. General statement
Piezoceramic actuators for the generation of traveling waves are used in form of piezoceramic elements
bonded to the surface of waveguides (Fig. 1). Their ability to excite waves is based on the property to respond
to an electric ﬁeld with mechanical strain. The strain is caused by bulk forces induced in the ceramics. For low
electric ﬁelds they are proportional to the applied voltage. The polarization of the patch is in thickness
direction and the electrodes are located on the bottom and top surface of the patch. Therefore, a voltage
applied to the electrodes leads to an electric ﬁeld E also in thickness direction.
A detailed description of the constitutive equations for the piezoelectric effect in solids may be found in
Refs. [2,3]. For a thin ﬂexible patch subjected to a transverse electric ﬁeld E ¼ ð0; 0;EzÞ and having only a
normal stress sx in x-direction we assume that stress components sxz, syz, sz as well as strain components gxz,
gyz are negligible. Within the plane-strain state supposed the general Hook’s law is reduced to the following
form:
sx ¼
E0
1 n20
ðex  d31ð1þ n0ÞEzÞ. (1)
Here sx; ex are the components of the stress and strain tensors in x-direction, E0 is Young’s modulus, n0 is
Poisson’s ratio of the patch, Ez is the strength of the electric ﬁeld, and d31 is a piezoelectric constant
connecting electric ﬁeld and mechanical strain in the patch material. Only this component of the
electromechanical coupling tensor is important in this case.
An elementary volume of a bonded patch of inﬁnitesimal length dx, height h0 and width b0 (Fig. 2) is
therefore subjected to the total lengthwise force
df x ¼ b0h0 dsx  qb0 dx €vdm. (2)
It results from the force proportional to the area of the cross-section b0h0 due to the change of sx within dx
and a force due to the contact shear stress txz ¼ q applied to the contact area b0 dx. Finally, there is the inertia
force which is proportional to the acceleration €v and to the mass dm ¼ r0b0h0 dx of the elementary volume; r0
is the patch density, and v is the displacement of the center of mass in x-direction.
The equilibrium condition df x ¼ 0 implies the equilibrium equation:
dsx
dx
 1
h0
q r0 €v ¼ 0. (3)yz
0 x
Fig. 1. Waveguide with piezoelectric patches.
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Fig. 2. Forces acting on an inﬁnitesimal volume of the piezoceramic patch.
W. Seemann et al. / Journal of Sound and Vibration 301 (2007) 1007–1022 1009With continuous dependence of the displacement vðx; tÞ on x, the elongation ex ¼ dv=dx, so that Eq. (3) yields
a 1D equation of motion of a thin piezoceramic patch bonded to a plane surface:
E0
1 n20
q2v
qx2
 r0
q2v
qt2
¼ 1
h0
q. (4)
Furthermore, we assume that within the patch all ﬁelds are independent of y and z, while, in addition, Ez is
constant: dEz=dx ¼ 0. With this assumption the displacement u of the waveguide should also be independent
of y. Therefore, in this paper we will restrict ourselves to a 2D plane-strain model with strip actuators and in-
plane vectors of motion u ¼ ðux; uzÞ.
As is well-known, any arbitrary transient motion, including the patch displacement vðx; tÞ, can be deduced in
terms of steady-state harmonic oscillations vðx;oÞeiot:
vðx; tÞ ¼ 1
p
Re
Z 1
0
vðx;oÞeiotdo. (5)
With respect to the complex amplitude vðx;oÞ the equation of motion takes the form of a 1D wave equation:
d2v
dx2
þ k20v ¼ q0 (6)
with k20 ¼ o2r0ð1 n20Þ=E0 and q0 ¼ qð1 n20Þ=ðh0E0Þ.
In this way, a solution of a harmonic steady-state problem can be treated as an intermediate step providing
a frequency spectrum for a general transient problem. As usual, in the harmonic statement all
electromechanical ﬁelds are deemed to be expressed via their complex amplitudes (spectrums): uðx;oÞeiot,
sxðoÞeiot, EzðoÞeiot, and so on. Due to the linearity of the problem the harmonic factor eiot is omitted in
Eq. (6) and henceforth.
Whenever non-confusing, the dependence on o in the complex amplitudes is usually omitted as well.
Absolute values of the complex amplitudes give amplitudes of the time-harmonic oscillations described, while
their arguments relate to the phase shifts. For example, in an induced electric ﬁeld Ez ¼ jEzjeij, jEzj is its
amplitude and j is the phase shift in the time dependence eiðotjÞ.
Let the actuator be in contact with the base in a domain O : jxjpa. If its proﬁle edges are stress-free:
sxjx¼a ¼ 0, we arrive at the two-point boundary condition:
dv=dxjx¼a ¼ e0ð1þ n0Þ; e0 ¼ d31Ez. (7)
Nevertheless, the ODE problem (4)–(7) is not closed yet, because there are two unknown functions v and q
coupled in one equation (4). To close the problem, some relation between v and q following from the elastic
properties of the base must be taken into account in addition to Eq. (4).
With any layered elastic substructure (laminated composite, stratiﬁed half-space, and so on) the required
relation can be derived in terms of Green’s matrix kðxÞ. Generally, the displacements at a point of an elastic
substructure, caused by a surface load q applied into a domain O, can be represented as a convolution of k
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uðxÞ ¼
Z
O
kðx nÞqðxÞdx; x ¼ ðx; zÞ; n ¼ ðx; 0Þ (8)
with 2 2 matrix k, which in turn can be expressed through its Fourier symbol
Kða; zÞ ¼F½k 
Z 1
1
kðx; zÞeiax dx
by F we denote the Fourier transform operator. It leads to the alternative representation
uðxÞ ¼ 1
2p
Z
G
Kða; zÞQðaÞeiax da (9)
in which
Q ¼F½q 
Z
O
qðxÞeiax dx
is the Fourier symbol of the load q. The integration path G goes in the complex plane a along the real axis
Im a ¼ 0, deviating from it only to round the real poles and branch points of the K components. The direction
of deviation is ﬁxed in accordance with the principle of limiting absorption.
In the case considered, a ﬂexible patch produces only shear load q ¼ ðq; 0Þ, so that only the ﬁrst column of k
works in Refs. (8) and (9). Finally, the equality
uxjz¼0 ¼ v; x 2 ½a; a; z ¼ 0, (10)
connecting the patch and surface displacements in the contact domain O, provides an additional relation
between v and q required for closing the problem:
vðxÞ ¼
Z
O
k11ðx xÞqðxÞdx Kq; x 2 O. (11)
Here k11ðxÞ is the ð1; 1Þ entry of the matrix kðxÞ taken at z ¼ 0.
By this means, in the general statement one has to ﬁnd unknown functions v and q from the integro-
differential boundary value problem (4), (7), and (11). The electric ﬁeld Ez, entering into the boundary
condition via e0, is a source of motion. The solution depends also on the electromechanical properties of the
patch, described by the constants of Eqs. (1), (4) and on the elastic properties of the substructure, incorporated
in the integral operatorKq. It should be noted that the motion of an elastic base excited by the actuator are
described explicitly by the integrals (8), (9) as soon as q has been calculated. In particular, physically evident
representation of traveling waves, which we seek for, are derived from the path integral (9) as a contribution of
residuals for the real poles zk of Kða; zÞ components:
uðx; zÞ
XN
k¼1
ak ðzÞeizkx; x!1, (12)
ak ¼ i resKða; zÞja¼zkQðzkÞ; N is a number of the real poles zk.
Finally, it is worth to note, that the integral representations (8) and (9) are quite applicable in the case of
several actuators too. In this case the contact domain consists ofM disconnected subdomains Oj: O ¼
SM
j¼1Oj.
In other respects all calculations remain as above.
We start, however, from a simpliﬁed beam model of a substructure.
3. Beam model
Let us consider a straight elastic beam of rectangular cross-section b h (b is a width and h is a height (Fig.
3)) with stress-free sides. The beam length L is much more than b and h, so that in theoretical models the beam
is supposed to be inﬁnite in x direction. Thus, in a Cartesian coordinate system x ¼ ðx; y; zÞ the beam occupies
a volume jxjo1; jyjpb=2; jzjph=2.
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Fig. 3. Beam geometry.
a b
Fig. 4. Displacement and rotation of a beam element.
W. Seemann et al. / Journal of Sound and Vibration 301 (2007) 1007–1022 1011Transverse displacements wðx; tÞ of the middle line (y ¼ 0; z ¼ 0) are small in comparison with the height h,
they comply with the Euler–Bernoulli beam theory [5].
Let us consider bending waves in the beam generated by tangential displacements vn; n ¼ 1; 2 of two thin
piezoceramic patches ﬁxed at the beam’s surface z ¼ h=2 at a distance l between their centers x0;1 ¼ l=2 and
x0;2 ¼ l=2 (Fig. 3). The motion is excited by transverse electric ﬁelds Ez;n ¼ jEz;njeijn ; n ¼ 1; 2, applied to the
patches. Here jn are the phase shifts of the harmonic oscillations of the actuators. Therefore, there may be a
temporal phase shift between the excitation of the two patches.
With ideal bonding and small ﬁlm thickness (h05h) the shear contact stress qðxÞ between the ceramics and
the beam can be approximated by d-distributions given at the limiting points xj ; j ¼ 1; . . . ; 4 of the contact
intervals: x1pxpx2 and x3pxpx4 for the ﬁrst and the second patches, respectively. This has the same effect
as application of discrete bending moments [6]
Mj ¼ E0A0
h
2
d31Ez;n; j ¼ 1; . . . ; 4; n ¼ ½ðj þ 1Þ=2 (13)
to the left (j is odd) and to the right (even) ends of the nth actuator interval.
For a correct use of these moments together with the equations of motion (17) or (18) let us consider their
derivation in more detail. An elementary part of the beam of a small length dx is subjected to the total
lengthwise force (Fig. 4)
df x ¼ Qþ
qQ
qx
dx
 
Q rA q
2w
qt2
dx, (14)
where Q is a shear force, M is a bending moment and c is an angle of rotation. Eq. (17) comes from the
equilibrium condition df x ¼ 0, which implies
qQ
qx
¼ rA q
2w
qt2
. (15)
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the relations
Q ¼ qM
qx
; M ¼ EI qc
qx
; c ¼  qw
qx
. (16)
Their substitution into Eq. (15) results in equation of motion [5]:
EI
q4w
qx4
þ rA q
2w
qt2
¼ 0. (17)
Here r and E are density and Young’s modulus of the beam’s material while A is the area and I is the
moment of inertia of the cross-section. With a rectangular cross-section we have A ¼ bh, I ¼ Ah2=12, and the
beam bending rigidity is given by
D ¼ EI=A ¼ Eh2=12.
For a time-harmonic excitation wðx; tÞ ¼ wðx;oÞeiot and the complex amplitude (spectrum) wðx;oÞ is
governed by the 1D equation
d4w
dx4
 k4w ¼ 0, (18)
in which k4 ¼ o2r=D.
Since the patch action is modeled by the discrete moments (13), the bending moment MðxÞ must be
discontinuous at the points xj with jumps Mj:
Mjx¼x
j
Mjx¼xþ
j
¼ ð1ÞjMj ; j ¼ 1; . . . ; 4.
Taking into account Eq. (16), this results in the conditions of compatibility put on the second derivative of w:
w00jx¼x
j
 w00jx¼xþ
j
¼ ð1Þjþ1Mj=EI . (19)
All other derivatives are continuous due to the continuity of w;c and Q, which should be met from the
mechanics standpoint.
In this way, we arrive at a four-point ODE boundary-value problem for equation (18) with transition
conditions
wjðxjÞ  wjþ1ðxjÞ ¼ 0,
w0jðxjÞ  w0jþ1ðxjÞ ¼ 0,
w00j ðxjÞ  w00jþ1ðxjÞ ¼ bj ; bj ¼ ð1Þjþ1Mj=DA,
w000j ðxjÞ  w000jþ1ðxjÞ ¼ 0; j ¼ 1; . . . ; 4. ð20Þ
Here wmðxÞ;m ¼ 1; . . . ; 5 are ﬁve parts of the function wðxÞ related to the intervals I ; . . . ;V (Fig. 5) of the axis
x, respectively. With patches of identical size l0  b0  h0 the boundary points of the intervals are
x1 ¼ ðl þ l0Þ=2; x3 ¼ ðl  l0Þ=2;
x2 ¼ ðl  l0Þ=2; x4 ¼ ðl þ l0Þ=2: (21)Fig. 5. A beam subjected to discrete bending moments.
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constants E0 and d31, are also identical. The case of unequal actuator sizes or properties only differs by values
of xj and bj in Eq. (20).
The general solution of Eq. (18) in the intervals I ; . . . ;V has the form
wmðxÞ ¼ cm;1ekx þ cm;2ekx þ cm;3eikx þ cm;4eikx; m ¼ 1; . . . ; 5 (22)
with a total of 20 unknown constants cm;j to be deﬁned from 16 coupling equalities (20). Four missing
conditions come from the requirements imposed on wðxÞ at inﬁnity. It is natural to demand, ﬁrst,
wðxÞ ! 0 as jxj ! 1 (23)
and, second, wðxÞ complies with Sommerfeld’s condition: wðxÞ must not contain terms associated with waves
coming from inﬁnity. The ﬁrst of these limitations leads to c1;2 ¼ c5;1 ¼ 0, while Sommerfeld’s condition
assumes that the terms with eikx and eikx must be zero as xox1 and x4x4, respectively; hence c1;3 ¼ c5;4 ¼ 0.
Substitution of wm in the form (22) into the boundary conditions (20) results in a linear algebraic system
Ac ¼ b (24)
with respect to the vector of unknown coefﬁcients c ¼ ðc1; c2; . . . ; c5Þ of length 16; here c1 ¼ ðc1;2; c1;4Þ,
c5 ¼ ðc5;2; c5;3Þ, and cm ¼ ðcm;1; cm;2; cm;3; cm;4Þ;m ¼ 2; 3; 4. Due to the block structure of the matrix A, system
(22) can be solved explicitly. Using notations
ej1 ¼ expðkxjÞ; ej3 ¼ expðikxjÞ,
ej2 ¼ expðkxjÞ; ej4 ¼ expðikxjÞ; j ¼ 1; . . . ; 4,
and bj deﬁned in Eq. (20), the components of cm can be written in the following form:
c1;1 ¼ ðb1e11 þ b2e21 þ b3e31 þ b4e41Þ=4k2,
c1;2 ¼ c1;3 ¼ 0,
c1;4 ¼ ðb1e14  b2e24  b3e34  b4e44Þ=4k2,
c2;1 ¼ ðb2e21 þ b3e31 þ b4e41Þ=4k2, ð25Þ
c2;2 ¼  b1e12=4k2,
c2;3 ¼ b1e13=4k2,
c2;4 ¼ ðb2e24  b3e34  b4e44Þ=4k2,
c3;1 ¼ ðb3e31 þ b4e41Þ=4k2,
c3;2 ¼ ðb1e12  b2e22Þ=4k2,
c3;3 ¼ ðb1e13 þ b2e23Þ=4k2,
c3;4 ¼ ðb3e34  b4e44Þ=4k2,
c4;1 ¼ b4e41=4k2,
c4;2 ¼ ðb1e12  b2e22  b3e32Þ=4k2, ð26Þ
c4;3 ¼ ðb1e13 þ b2e23 þ b3e33Þ=4k2,
c4;4 ¼  b4e44=4k2,
c5;1 ¼ c5;4 ¼ 0,
c5;2 ¼ ðb1e12  b2e22  b3e32  b4e42Þ=4k2,
c5;3 ¼ ðb1e13 þ b2e23 þ b3e33 þ b4e43Þ=4k2.
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The explicit analytic representation (22), (25) and (26) for the complex amplitude wðx;oÞ is a good reason to
analyze traveling waves excited in a beam as a function of patch size l0 and position l as well as of the phase
shift of the electric ﬁelds jn and frequency o. However, wðxÞ describes propagation of only the traveling
bending wave associated with the terms eikx of the solution (22) in the intervals I and V, respectively. The
wavelength of this wave lb ¼ 2p=k. Since the beam equation was derived under the assumption h5lb, it puts
certain limitations on the frequency band of applicability of this model. In practice excitation of an elastic
waveguide at higher frequencies results in a much richer set of traveling modes than only one bending wave.
To be able to estimate the limits of the beam model, we should compare it with a 2D model that allows for
normal modes.
In the context of integral representations (8), (9), it can be any elastic laminate substructure. A difference in
layer thickness and elastic properties results only in particular representations of Green’s matrix kðxÞ and its
Fourier symbol Kða; zÞ. Effective algorithms developed for Kða; zÞ construction with an arbitrary stratiﬁcation
[7] allow us to treat Kða; zÞ generally as a given matrix-function. In this paper we restrict ourselves to a
homogeneous elastic layer of thickness h: jxjo1, hpzp0, with stress-free sides z ¼ 0 and h.
We should mention that similar integral equation approaches have been used in Refs. [8,9] for an elastic
half-plane as a host structure.
With shear contact stresses qn ¼ ðqn; 0Þ produced by a pair of strips bonded to the surface z ¼ 0 at the
intervals ½x1;x2 and ½x3; x4, representation (9) is reduced to the form
uðxÞ ¼ 1
2p
Z
G
K1ða; zÞQðaÞeiax da, (27)
where vector K1 ¼ ðK11;K21Þ is the ﬁrst column of the original 2 2 matrix K and
QðaÞ ¼
X2
n¼1
QnðaÞ; QnðaÞ ¼
Z x2n
x2n1
qnðxÞeiax da.
In the considered case the components of vector K1 can be written in a closed analytical form. In notations
[4,10]
K1 ¼
1
DðaÞ
iM1ða; zÞ
aS1ða; zÞ
 !
(28)
with
M1ða; zÞ ¼  is2fa2ðs1s2g2 sinh s2zþ g4 sinh s1zÞ
 a2g4 cosh s2h sinh s1ðzþ hÞ þ a4s1s2 sinh s2h cosh s1ðzþ hÞ
 a2s1s2g2 cosh s1h sinh s2ðzþ hÞ þ g6 sinh s1h cosh s2ðzþ hÞg,
S1ða; zÞ ¼  ifs1s2ða2g2 cosh s2zþ g4 cosh s1zÞ
 s1s2g4 cosh s2h cosh s1ðzþ hÞ þ a2s21s22 sinh s2h sinh s1ðzþ hÞ
 a2s1s2g2 cosh s1h cosh s2ðzþ hÞ þ g6 sinh s1h sinh s2ðzþ hÞg,
DðaÞ ¼ 2m½2a2s1s2g4  ðg8 þ a4s21s22Þ sinh s1h sinh s2h
þ 2a2s1s2g4 cosh s1h cosh s2h,
where
g2 ¼ a2  0:5k22; sn ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
a2  k2n
q
; n ¼ 1; 2,
k1 ¼ o=vp and k2 ¼ o=vs are the wave numbers of P ðn ¼ 1Þ and S ðn ¼ 2Þ body waves; vp and vs are their
velocities.
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vnðxÞ ¼
1
2p
X2
m¼1
Z
G
K11ðaÞQmðaÞeiax da; x2n1pxpx2n; n ¼ 1; 2 (29)
with the kernel symbol
K11ðaÞ ¼ iM1ða; 0Þ=DðaÞ.
A numerical solution of Eq. (29) can be obtained by different ways, e.g. in line with the Galerkin scheme,
using expansion of unknown qnðxÞ in terms of orthogonal polynomials or splines. We have been developing an
approach involving reduction of the problem to an inﬁnite algebraic system reasoning from the normal modes
expansion (e.g. Ref. [11]). This method turned out to be most appropriate with the problem considered. A
detailed description of its modiﬁcation for the patches-layer contact problem is given in Ref. [12]. Here we will
only present some numerical results obtained with this approach.
First of all, Figs. 6 and 7 give examples for a comparison between the beam and layer models. There are
plots of the dimensionless displacement amplitude jw¯j ¼ jw=ðhe0ð1þ n0ÞÞj, e0 ¼ d31Ez versus the dimensionless
circular frequency o ¼ 2p f h=vs (f is a dimensional frequency) at the points x ¼ 0, half-way between the strips
(Fig. 6), and x=h ¼ 50, far away from the actuators (Fig. 7).10-3 10-2 10-1 100 101
10-5
10-4
10-3
10-2
10-1
100
101
ω
|w
/(
h
e
0
(1
+
ν 0
))
|
Fig. 6. Comparison of the beam model (dashed line) and the layer model (solid line); the amplitudes of the displacement at the half-way
point between the strips x ¼ 0.
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ω
Fig. 7. The same at a point far away from the sources x=h ¼ 50.
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dimensionless form. For this purpose all variables are taken in the units expressed through three basic values:
the beam or layer thickness h as a unit of length, S-wave velocity vs in the beam (layer) as a unit of speed and
the density r as a unit of density. It leads to the following set of units:
m0 ¼ rh3 for mass,
F0 ¼ rh2v2s for force,
t0 ¼ h=vs for time,
f 0 ¼ vs=h for frequency,
and so on.
Speciﬁcally, the plots in Figs. 6 and 7 are obtained with the following dimensionless input data:
Patches:
l ¼ 16:667, l0 ¼ 8:333, h0 ¼ 0:1667, b0 ¼ 1:667, E0 ¼ 0:866; r0 ¼ 0:997; je0j ¼ 1, jn ¼ 0.
Beam (layer):
h ¼ 1, b ¼ 1:667 (b ¼ 1), E ¼ 2:6, r ¼ 1 (vs ¼ 1, Poisson ratio n ¼ 0:3).
The plots show a very good agreement of beam and layer models at low frequencies oo0:1 and
qualitatively different spectrums for o41. In wavelengths ls ¼ 2pvs=o and lb ¼ 2pðD=ðo2rÞÞ1=4 for S and
bending waves, respectively, these inequalities can be read as follows: for lb413:6h (or ls463h) the beam
model works well while for lbo4:8h (or lso6:3h) pure bending motion becomes too poor to describe all
variety of normal modes excited.
We should note that in addition to the difference in the governing equations there exist more reasons for the
result discrepancy. A ﬁrst estimate shows that it can be due to the fact, that the contribution of the
piezoceramics to the bending stiffnesses in sections II und IV is neglected. Another important reason lies in the
approximation of a real stress distribution qðxÞ by the discrete moments Mj . All these reasons yield an
unremovable discrepancy even in statics, when o ¼ 0. Probably a difference in bending stiffness D of the beam
and a plate, into which the layer degenerates as o! 0, also contributes into such a discrepancy. In the case
under consideration jwbeamj=jwlayerj ¼ 0:905 as o! 0 for both x ¼ 0 and x=h ¼ 50.
The agreement of jwðxÞj shapes exhibited by the two models considered is illustrated by Figs. 8–10 plotted
for o ¼ 0:001; 0:01; and 0:1. The markers on the plots show jwbeamðxÞj divided by the discrepancy coefﬁcient
0.905 determined at o ¼ 0.
We can see once again that in the range of applicability the beam model provides quantitatively quite
reasonable results in both frequency and space domains.-200 -150 -100 -50 0 50 100 150 200
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Fig. 8. The amplitude of the displacement for: layer model (solid line), beam model (dashed line) and beam model divided by the
discrepancy coefﬁcient 0:905 (dotted line); at o ¼ 0:001.
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Fig. 10. The same at o ¼ 0:1.
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Thus, the beam solution derived analytically is a good tool for fast parametrical analysis of bending waves
excited in a thin elastic waveguide by a pair of strip piezo-actuators. Having used this model, we intend to
clarify the next questions:
How do the spacial distribution and the overall amplitude of the displacement jwðxÞj depend on	 the distance between the strips l,
	 the phase shifts jn of the two patches,
	 the strip length l1,
	 the excitation frequency o,
	 the ratio of l or l1 to the wavelength lb?How do these parameters control the radiation of the wave energy in different directions?
Can a complete suppression of the radiation in one of two directions occur?
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calculated for the following dimensional parameters.
Patches:
l0 ¼ 70mm, h0 ¼ 1mm, b0 ¼ 25mm, the material is PIC-141 with r0 ¼ 7860 kg=m3, E0 ¼ 1=12:4 1012 Pa
and n ¼ 0:3.
Beam:
h ¼ 3mm, b ¼ 25mm, the material is steel ST-37 with r ¼ 7850 kg=m3, vs ¼ 3208m/s, E ¼ 2:1 1011 Pa,
and n ¼ 0:3.
The dimensionless input data for this case are
Patches:
l0 ¼ 23:333, h0 ¼ 0:333, b0 ¼ 8:333, r0 ¼ 0:9936, E0 ¼ 0:9983, n ¼ 0:3, je0j ¼ 1, jn ¼ 0.
Beam:
h ¼ 1, b ¼ 8:333, r ¼ 1, vs ¼ 1, E ¼ 2:6.
Fig. 11 displays the lengthwise distribution of the amplitude of oscillation jwj (subplot 1) and of the real part
of the complex amplitude Refwg (subplot 2) at the dimensionless frequency o ¼ 0:002 (f ¼ 340Hz). The
subplot 2 gives an instant snapshot of the beam’s oscillating form. The distance between the patch edges
l1 ¼ x3  x2 (Fig. 3) is taken to be equal to the length of the bending wave lb=h ¼ 96 (lb ¼ 0:288m). The
curve of subplot 1 shows that minima of jwj occur at the edges xk, while the patch centers x0;1;x0;2 and the
point x ¼ 0 are points of local maxima.
Apart from the sources jwj became practically independent of x (straight horizontal lines for jxj4190 in the
subplot 1). However, the beam bends in that zone sinusoidally with the lb period in accordance with
propagation of the bending traveling wave. The curve of subplot 2 reminds this fact.
Fig. 12 illustrates the frequency effect on jwðxÞj. The distance l1 is chosen to be l1 ¼ lb again, but for a set of
frequencies from Table 1 (subplots 1–6, respectively). These plots show that the change of frequency with the
respective distance alteration keeps qualitatively the form of jwðxÞj curves, but their general level descends
monotonically as o grows and the strips come closer.
The plots of Fig. 13 demonstrate the effect of the actuator phase shifts. The dashed lines relate to the
situation without shifts: j2  j1 ¼ 0, while subplots 1–6 show the amplitude of bending oscillations jwðxÞj-500 -250 0 250 500
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Fig. 11. The absolute value (a) and the corresponding real part (b) of the complex bending amplitude wðxÞ; o ¼ 0:002; l1 ¼ x3  x2 ¼ lb.
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Fig. 12. The frequency effect: amplitude of the displacement jwðxÞj for o ¼ 0:0005; 0:001; 0:0015; 0:002; 0:004; 0:008 (subplots (a)–(f))
for the distances l1 ¼ lb given in Table 1.
Table 1
Frequencies and wavelengths in Fig. 12
o 0:0005 0:001 0:0015 0:002 0:004 0:008
f (Hz) 85 170 225 340 681 1362
lb (m) 0:575 0:407 0:332 0:288 0:203 0:144
lb=h 192 136 111 96 68 48
W. Seemann et al. / Journal of Sound and Vibration 301 (2007) 1007–1022 1019generated in the beam when j2  j1 ¼ p=6; p=4;p=3;p=2; p and 3p=2, respectively. The frequency is chosen as
o ¼ 0:002 and the distance l1 ¼ lb. One can see that the phase shift’s increase from 0 to p=2 results in a
suppression of the radiation into the left direction down to almost complete damping when j1 ¼ 0;j2 ¼ p=2.
In the latter, the amplitude of the radiation into the right hand side becomes approximately
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
times greater
than with no shifts. That is, the wave energy doubles. From j2 ¼ p=2 to j2 ¼ p the amplitude of the traveling
waves radiated in both directions is restored approximately to the same level as with no shifts. For shifts from
p to 2p (or from p to 0) the plots are mirror images of the plots obtained for 0pj2pp with the maximal
suppression of the right traveling waves when j2 ¼ 3p=2 (or j2 ¼ p=2).
To estimate the effect of the distance between the strips let us consider different ceramics allocations with
l1 ¼ klb; k ¼ 1=8; 1=4; 1=2; 1; 2; 4 (subplots 1–6 of Fig. 14, respectively): o ¼ 0:002;j1 ¼ j2 ¼ 0. One can see
that strips separation results in number of local maxima and minima of jwðxÞj between the actuators, but it has
almost no effect on the radiating waves except at the lb=4 distance when an anti-resonance with radiation
damping occurs.
Finally, Fig. 15 illustrates the effect of the actuator’s size. The length of the patches l0 ¼ klb,
k ¼ 1; 1=2; 1=4; 1=8; 1=16, and 1=32 (subplots 1–6). Thus, the ceramics are shrunk while the distance between
the edges l1 ¼ x3  x2 is kept constant and equal to lb; o ¼ 0:002.
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Fig. 13. The effect of the phase shifts: comparison of the amplitudes of the displacement jwðxÞj for a phase shift j ¼ 0 (dashed line) with
the amplitudes for phase shifts j2 ¼ p=6;p=4; p=3; p=2; p; 3p=2 (solid lines in subplots (a)–(f)).
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Fig. 14. The effect of the distance l1 ¼ x3  x2 between the strips: amplitude of the displacement jwðxÞj for l1 ¼ klb, k ¼
1=8; 1=4; 1=2; 1; 2; 4 (subplots (a)–(f)).
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Fig. 15. The effect of the actuator’s size l0 ¼ x2  x1 ¼ x4  x3: amplitude of the displacement jwðxÞj for l0 ¼ klb, k ¼ 1; 1=2; 1=4;
1=8; 1=16; 1=32 (subplots (a)–(f)).
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monotonic decrease of radiation (subplots 3–6). This is quite natural, for the exciting forces induced in the
patches are proportional to their volume. In contrast, when the patches are large and close to each other
(subplots 1–2), the radiation is suppressed due to antiphase combination of waves generated by their different
parts. This damping of traveling waves takes place in spite of high displacement amplitudes in the contact zone
and between the sources.
6. Summary
We have presented a mathematical model for simulating harmonic bending waves excited in a thin elastic
waveguide by electrically induced piezoceramic elements. The model enables fast parametric analysis of the
effects of material properties, patch position and size, as well as of an inducing electric ﬁeld, phase shifts, and
frequency. The beam model has been veriﬁed numerically against a more complicated layer model, which gave
in addition an assessment of the range of its validity.
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